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The second book of the #1 New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series!In the beginning,

nine aliens left their home planet Lorien when it fell under attack by the evil Mogadorians. They

scattered on Earth and went into hiding. They look like ordinary teenagers but have extraordinary

powers. The Mogs have come for them. They killed Number One in Malaysia, Number Two in

England, and Number Three in Kenya. They tried to get John Smith, Number Four, in

OhioÃ¢â‚¬â€•but they failed.Now John has joined forces with Number Six, and they are on the run.

But they are not alone. Already John and Six have inspired Marina, Number Seven, who has been

hiding in Spain. SheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s been following the news of whatÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s happening, and

sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s certain this is the sign sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s been waiting for. ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s time to come

together.Michael Bay, director of Transformers, raved: Ã¢â‚¬Å“Number Four is a hero for this

generation.Ã¢â‚¬Â• This epic story is perfect for fans of action-packed science fiction like The Fifth

Wave series by Rick Yancey, The Maze Runner series by James Dashner, and Orson Scott

CardÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s EnderÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Game. The battle for EarthÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s survival wages on.

DonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t miss the rest of the series: #3: The Rise of Nine, #4: The Fall of Five, #5: The

Revenge of Seven, #6: The Fate of Ten, and #7: United as One.DonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t miss the first book in

the brand-new I Am Number Four spin-off series: Generation One.
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There is no sophomore jinx here. Introduced a few more characters and it had plenty of action to

satisfy. It had been a long time since reading the first book I Am Number Four and seeing the movie

but I was able to get right back into the story nice and quick. I can't wait to read the next one.

I really dislike writting reviews even though some authors are quite inspiring. Reading is one of my

favorites forms of entertainment and with the advent ebooks and self published authors, the number

of new published books are staggering. It seems the only way to get to the books/authors I like are

to leave a review. Most books I read already have well thought out reviews that I generally agree

with. In most cases I only leave a review if I either really enjoyed the book or hated it. So, for this

particular book I concur with the other five star reviews and leave this review to show support and to

encourage timely future books. I thank the author for an affordable good story.

This is a great follow up to the first book! I've read this series many times and I'm still amazed by

these books. I recently bought the new book "Generation One" and so far it looks just as promising.

Can't Wait to read more.

I liked the book, it's the next chapter in the story about the Lorien from another world. It's well written

and exciting in parts. There is a little more history and background in this book. I was rather

surprised at how little these children know about their past and their responsibilities. It seems like

the caretakers who where sent with them as teachers and protectors were very poorly trained and

didn't really do a very good job. If that is the level of commitment from the home world maybe they

deserve to die? It just strikes me as odd that nearly all of the caretakers were so careless and

ineffectual. They would have had just as much luck dropping the kids off into the hands of complete

strangers. That does not make sense to me. If the leaders of a dying world were going to send away

their last hope to a new world they would have sent more tenacious caregivers and trainers. It's an

interesting story, some excitement scattered around here and there.These books were all on sale

so I bought the 4 or them and will read the last one but I think I'll wait to read more until I know the



last book is out then just read the last book to see how the authors end it all.

I must say that the first book was pretty much only the beginning, and I only wish that it wasn't as

lengthy in it's storytelling of Four/John Smith, because there are all the other Lorics to write

about.Luckily, in the second book, we get to read more about them, and the tone and pace of this

book was more suited to my liking.There's the thing, now instead of just getting John's 1st person

POV, you now get another of the group's 1st person POV, and that is of a girl named Marina.At first,

I was turned off by the idea of a second POV, and also because of where her storyline was going,

but as I went on, I started to really like how things were progressing, which is very different from

where John's POV is going.What's cool is that both storylines are really refreshing compared to the

first book. And I like how the author switches from John's story back to Marina's story. It can be a

little confusing trying to figure out whose POV you're reading for the first sentence or two, but it's a

minor issue and really nothing to be concerned over, especially considering how well both person's

story is.You get to read a lot more about their legacies, the Mogadorians, the other alien creatures,

John's relationship with Sarah, Six, Sam, and even Bernie Kosar (you have to love that

"dog.")There's definitely a lot more action and intrigue going on this time around, and I think it would

be fair to stay that it's probably more than twice as much as was in the first book. I like action in this

type of story and it really got my heart pumping, especially because that's when you get to really

understand the power of their legacies.I really did enjoy this book much more than the first book.I

know there was the movie made on the first book and because of how it turned out, there will not be

a sequel, which is a shame, because this book could've been a really good movie in itself. Alas, that

cannot be helped now.In regards to the new character, Marina, you may or may not like her at first,

and like I said, I almost wanted to reject her, but when you continue reading, she's not as bad as

you might think. There were a few times that you might have been annoyed at her, but she finds her

way through and finds a few friends along the way that help her more than she could have

imagined.I'll have to say it does kind of end in a cliffhanger, so now that The Rise of Nine is out, I'm

looking forward to reading that next!

The Power of Six is full of adventure that keeps the reader moving from one scene to another, all

painted in vivid detail. Alien teenagers with special powers searching for each other and avoiding

those who would kill them is a recipe for a page turner. This is certainly a thrilling adventure for the

characters and the reader.



this is a fast and enjoyable read. Of course you have to read all the books to enjoy the story. I'm

glad I "found" the series after it was complete. I would have died waiting to the next part of the

series to see what happened. I read all the books in a 3 day period. that the "problem" with Kindle,

Its there 24/7 and it only takes a few seconds to have the next book in the series. I just wish I had

bought on of the packages with all the books in it from the start and saved a lot of money.
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